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Abstract: The use of chatbots based on large language models (LLMs) and their
impact on society are influencing our learning experience platform Hochschul-
Assistenz-System (HAnS). HAnS uses machine learning (ML) methods to support
students and lecturers in the online learning and teaching processes [1]. This paper
introduces LLM-based features available in HAnS which are using the transcript
of our improved Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) pipeline with an average
transcription duration of 45 seconds and an average word error rate (WER) of
6.66% on over 8 hours of audio data of 7 lecture videos. A LLM-based chatbot
could be used to answer questions on the lecture content as the ASR transcript is
provided as context. The summarization and topic segmentation uses the LLM to
improve our learning experience platform. We generate multiple choice questions
using the LLM and the ASR transcript as context during playback in a period of 3
minutes and display them in the HAnS frontend.

1 Method

The current prototype of HAnS supports different use cases for students and lecturers [1]. We
added additional tasks to the Apache Airflow direct acyclic graph (DAG) to generate short
summaries, long summaries and perform topic segmentation on the video’s closed captions
file using a finetuned Llama2-based Vicuna-13b v1.5 model with 16000 tokens input length
including context [2]. We use the transcript and closed captions file generated by our ASR task
group in the Airflow DAG to extend the LLM prompt context for implementing our LLM-based
features.

1.1 ASR Performance Evaluation

The closed captions file is generated by an ASR task in the DAG. In previous HAnS versions
we used a Kaldi-based recognizer with a German speech model [3], [4]. Our current system is
based on OpenAi’s Whisper (Whisper) [5]. This gives us the advantage to support German and
English lectures and generate transcripts and subtitles for HAnS. An additional requirement
of HAnS are word level timestamps. HAnS needs the timestamps to skip to specific spoken
words in the HAnS video player. In order to deploy HAnS for an on-the-fly upload scenario we
need to reduce the transcription time and find a trade-off between the time and the transcription
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accuracy for our use case. Therefore we analysed different approaches provided by software
libraries that speed-up the transcription time of Whisper.

The long form audio transcription test task for different software libraries was conducted
on a German lecture video with a duration of 1 hour 4 minutes, and 15 seconds. For the last
semester period we used the Whisper medium model, which we use now for our comparison
baseline. All models use 16 bit floating point precision and a single A100 GPU with 40GB
VRAM. We compare the python packages openai-whisper [6], insanely-fast-whisper [7], and
whisper-s2t [8] and the whisper.cpp [9] implementation to compare WER and transcription time
in Table 1. The used beam size for all libraries is 5 except insanely-fast-whisper with a beam
size of 1. The evaluation used german-asr-lm-tools [10] for text normalization and punctuation
removal and JiWER [11] for calculating the WER on lower case reference and hypothesis texts.
The reference transcription was provided by a professional transcription service.

Table 1 shows that the usage of FlashAttention-2 [12] of insanely-fast-whisper results in
a huge improvement in transcription time compared to openai-whisper with an average speed-
up factor of approx. 10 and whisper.cpp with a speed-up factor of approx. 5. The usage of
whisper-s2t and the underlying CTranslate2 inference engine optimizations [13] speed-up the
transcription time towards our required execution times for HAnS. Depending on the used GPU
a higher batch size of 48 could improve the transcription duration. The fastest transcription was
performed by using whisper-s2t with a large-v2 based model. The used GPU memory increases
depending on the batch size. GPU memory peaks reach 24 GB VRAM with batch size 48, batch
size 16 consumes 10 GB VRAM for our long transcription task. The best WER on the single
German video lecture audio was 7.85% using whisper.cpp with a large-v3 based model.

An additional evaluation on the complete German lecture with 7 videos with large-v3 and
whisper-s2t took 05:15 to transcribe 8 hours 14 minutes, and 24 seconds of long form audio data.
The reference transcripts were generated by the same professional transcription service and we
used the same evaluation approach as the previous experiment. The average transcription time
was 45 seconds. The lowest WER was 5.23% and the highest 7.94%. The average WER was
6.66% and a comparison between large-v2 and large-v3 showed a maximum WER improvement
of 0.76% for large-v3 over large-v2 for one single lecture video. We found the best trade-off
is to use whisper-s2t for providing a fast and accurate transcript for the user and our in the
following described LLM tasks within Airflow DAG and HAnS web frontend.

Table 1 – Comparison of different python packages and whisper.cpp using Whisper models with
different batch size and resulting word error rates, and transcription times in minutes and seconds.

Package Model WER Duration Batch Size
openai-whisper medium 11.09% 08:08 Default
openai-whisper large-v3 10.34% 14:12 Default
whisper.cpp ggml-large-v3 7.85% 05:29 Default
insanely-fast-whisper large-v3 10.45% 01:21 24
whisper-s2t Systran/faster-whisper-large-v3 7.94% 00:46 16
whisper-s2t Systran/faster-whisper-large-v3 7.94% 00:45 24
whisper-s2t Systran/faster-whisper-large-v3 7.94% 00:40 48
whisper-s2t Systran/faster-whisper-large-v2 8.08% 00:29 48

1.2 LLM-based Features with ASR Context

In order to display short summaries on the HAnS frontend view of the search results together
with the words found in the transcript of each lecture video we use the transcript of the ASR
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Figure 1 – Frontend video page with chatbot and prompt modes

system for the LLM prompt context. The generated short summary enables the students and
lecturers to decide on the most relevant lecture video which corresponds to the search input.

The generated long summaries are displayed in the video player view in an own workbench
tab. LLM segmented topics together with corresponding timestamps for navigating in the
current lecture video are displayed in an additional workbench tab and in a shortcut bar. This
allows users to skip to specific topic segments within the lecture video directly.

To answer questions related to the lecture video, we added an LLM-based chatbot to the
HAnS frontend (see Figure 1). We introduce different prompt modes to chat with the LLM. The
first mode uses only the LLM knowledge without any additional input from the ASR transcript
of the video lecture. The second mode uses the transcript as context and sends it to a retrieval
service using a Generative T5 Retriever model [14] which decides for the most relevant parts of
the transcripts to answer or fulfill the user prompt.

The retrieval service returns multiple sections used for the final prompt request to the LLM.
The third mode uses the same approach as the second mode but adds additional instructions
to the prompt for citing the context sections. We instruct the LLM to write the number of the
section provided by the context on the specific section of the LLMs answer. The different modes
provide the possibility to explore if a question could be already answered by the LLM without
the lecture context, if the answer improves with additional context from the lecture transcript,
and if the LLM cites the provided context sections correctly. The context could be shown using
the stack button on a specific LLM answer and each citation included in the answer displays the
used context section. This enables lecturers and students to verify the LLM answers with the
transcript as ground truth.

As our lectures are conducted in German and English, we added an additional translation
option to translate the users chat message to English and translate the LLM answer back to
German. This enables the students and lecturers to ask the same question in both languages and
verify and compare the answers for these two languages. The translation service is based on
Facebook FAIR’s WMT19 submission [15]. If the translate option was used the user can display
the original and translated messages in the chatbot tab by selecting the translation button on the
corresponding messages. The translation option is only valid for German locale. If the English
locale is selected in the frontend the translation is not necessary and therefore disabled.
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Figure 2 – Frontend video page with LLM generated multiple choice questions

The last testable LLM feature is generating multiple-choice questions and 4 answer options
of the lecture video every 3 minutes (see Figure 2). The questions are generated using the
text of the transcript section corresponding to the 3 minutes period as context for the prompt.
The parsed question and answer choices of the LLM are displayed on a separate workbench
tab in the video player view. This allows students to interactively check their current state of
knowledge. Lecturers could use the LLM-based chatbot to gather inspiration for exam tasks and
ask questions regarding the lecture and further explore the capabilities of the LLM for preparing
lectures or creating learning objective tests.

2 Outlook

We plan to explore, improve, and conduct studies on the LLM-based features together with our
partners for our next development cycle. As the LLMs quality, context size, and support for
multiple modalities evolves, we expect to further extend and evaluate our learning experience
platform HAnS.
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